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buoyant, keeping the user above the wa-
ter.  Polymat: a microcellular material 
which is extremely strong, elastic, 
non-toxic, stable and very hygienic. 
CE-certified. Assorted colours: red, blue, 
orange, green.

Pool Fun

Aqua Exercise Mat
Wave-like aqua exercise mat made from 
Polymat. Long-lasting and durable. Ideal 
for use during therapeutic exercises, 
physiotherapy, rehabilitation and hydro-
therapy, but also as a water mat for play-
ing and frolicking on. The mat is very 

Holes ø 15 mm

200x90x3 cm 87x65x3 cm

 4 Ideal for pool use

71 257 1209  87x65x3 cm Each  
71 257 1212  200x90x3 cm Each Learning to dive, pages

Also take a look at:
178–179

Blue

Orange

Sport-Thieme Rubber Ring
An ideal aid and toy for swimming lessons 
and water exercises. Provides the learner 
with security, helping them to learn and 
making it easier to complete movement 
sequences. Made from rubber and con-
tains a safety valve. Black.
Outer ø approx. 55 cm 
71 112 4200 Each 
Outer ø approx. 85 cm 
71 112 4213 Each 
Outer ø approx. 135 cm 
71 112 4242 Each 
Outer ø approx. 180 cm 
71 112 4226 Each
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 4 For therapy and water 
familiarisation

 4 Very durable

ø approx. 
55 cm

ø approx. 
85 cm

ø approx. 135 cm

Red
Blue

Orange
Green

 4 Suitable for use as a slide, water catwalk or floating island
 4 Easy to use and versatile
 4 Connect a number of floats as desired

easily to make a floating walkway to suit 
your needs. 
Just attach the first float to a starting 
block or overflow channel and attach the 
rest using the four links provided. 
210x85x4 cm. Red. 
71 112 3601   Each

More online at:
sport-thieme.com
Floats

ø approx. 180 cm

‘Giant’ Float
This float for swimming and play is very 
buoyant and stable. Available as a rec-
tangle, approx. 195x100x5 cm and an ov-
al, approx. 195x95x5 cm.
71 112 3500  Rectangular Each  
71 112 3513  Oval Each

3 Sport-Thieme ‘Combi’ Float
Can be used as a slide, floating bridge or 
island. Ideally suited for getting used to 
the water, small children’s swimming, 
club and school sports , and water par-
ties. Another advantage is that any num-
ber of floats can be connected quickly and 
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Float with Holes
Specially designed for therapy and water 
familiarisation. Made from unbreakable 
Plastazote foam, very durable, with 
ø 15 mm holes, 95x60x1.5 cm. 
71 112 3904   Each
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